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In studies of the reaction 
d + A-..p + X ( 1 ) 

on the C target with protons emitted in the forward direction (~0.4~ 
for a deuteron momentum of 8.9 GeV/c, a peak was observed in the pro-

1t 
ton spectrum over the range 6.10 GeV/c~~~6.72 GeV/c (295 MeV/c~~ ~ 
391 MeV/c in the deuteron rest frame)/1 • To clarify the nature o: 
this peak, the material obtained in an exposure of the CH2 target in 
this experiment was analysed. 
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The measured 
invariant cross sections 
of the proton yield for 
reaction (1) on the C 
and CH2 targets are 
presented in fig.1. 

Fig.1.Invariant cross section 
of the proton yield for 
reaction (1) on the C 
and CH2 targets. Solid 
linea - the result of 
calculation by the mo
del/5/ with the parame
ters presented in Table 
2, dashed lines - the 
calculation without ta
ldng into account 6q -
admixture in the deute-
ron. 



The experimental data were compared to theoretical calculations 
by formula (2.10) taken from ref./2/ with relativistic deuteron wave 
function (DWF) written in terms of light cone variables 11• 3•4/. The 
DWF of the hybrid model /·5/ with oscillator potential for interquark 
interaction was used. The wave function for the Paris potential (PA
RIS) was chosen as a two-nucleon wave function 161. The NA and Np 
elastic scattering differential cross sections were approximated by 
the dependence ct5;11/clt.-t-/J?f)t>-<jJ(-!Ji~) Table 1 presents the values of A, 
slope parameters B arid other values used in the calculation. 

Table 1. 
Parameters used to calculate the cross sections 

Nucleus r.;-'/ffT 
(;7 .4-'.4 <ill o; 

~mf:'n2 
A 

mbn~GeVlc2-2 
B 

~GeVlc2-2 
120 0.54 380 7500 65 

H 0.74 41 80 7 

Pree parameters of the model were the following! r is the RKS 
radius of 0· -quark system (it is related to parameter w of the osc~ 
lator interquark potential by relation r~q•5/(4w) ;~9~ is the value 
of 6q-admixture in the deuteron; J.e is a relative phase of np and 
6q components in the deuteron. These parameters were found by fitting 
the calculation to the data for 11he region 113 JleV/c-:S.p,.t:494 MeV/c. 

. ,. • II 
:;: .. i.iu" cto1:1e ~ne reg~on t!.'1? aevtc'=-11=4U4 aevtc, wnere a sharp anoma-
ly is observed in the behaviour of the cross section, was excluded 
from the fit. The estimates of the parameters are presented in Table 
2. The value of 6q-admixture agrees with the estimates obtained pre
viously 111. 

Target 

c~ 
c 

Table 2. 
Parameters of 6q-admixture in the deuteron 

Probability ~ at-phase of 
of 6q-admixture (f ) np and 6q 

(~ 2.. iA~;; Gb 8 PUI C e 
(5 .4,10 .6 )~ 0.99,±0.04 95°,±7° 
(4.3,±0.4)% 0.95,±0.05 82°,±6° 

x2/degree 
of freedom 

1 .6 
1.9 

As is seen from Table 2, the approximation of the cross sections 
on both targets gives the estimates of the parameters which agree 
within the errors. The value of lt ,.,_.goo indicates orthogonal! ty of 
the np and 6q components in the deuteron. 

The anomalous behaviour of the cross section in the region 
295 Jl.eV/c £ p"'~ 404 MeV/c can be explained by the production of dibary-
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on resonance (fig.2) in the reaction 
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Pig.2. Peak in the proton spectra for reac
tion (1) on the C and C~ targets. 
The lower scale corresp~nds to the 
effective mass of the c5. system pro
duced at a zero angle. 
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Pig .3. Triangular diagrlilll with Ll. -isobar 
in the intermediate state. 

(2) 

One could attempt to ex
plain this peak by the 
contribution from the 
triangular diagram(fig.J} 
with Ll. -isobar in the 
intermediate state. Ho
wever, a combined analy
sis of the momentum s~
tra, obtained on the C 
and CH2 targets, allows 
the second possibility 
to be excluded if isoto
pic relations are taken 
into account. The excess 
of the experimental c~ 
section over the ba~ 
und curve with the para
meters ~iven in Table 2 
is written as 

'? _ 'I:-fr6!p~(- -(6i,t::V. 
' - 2. (6j,t).· 
The ratio of these valu
es for the C~ and C tar
gets is 

R(C~ )/R(C )• 
• 1 .OO;tO .01 . (3) 

As it follows from isoto
pic invariance, the pro
cess of 4 -isobar pro
duction in the intermedi
ate state proceeds 5 ti
mes weaker on neutron 
than on proton, and the 
expected value of R(CH2)/ 
R(C) is undoubtedly lar-



ger than 1.3 and equals rv2 for the effective number of nucleons in 

carbon "" 4 • 
If the observed peak is interpreted as a contribution from pro-

cess (2}, from relation (3} it follows that isospin I of the obser
ved resonance is o. The parameters of the resonance obtained using 
Jlonte-Carlo simulation of the production process, are M • (2.14;!; 
+0.01} GeV/c2 and r • (80j;10} Mev/c2 on the ass\DDption of diffrac

t! ve production mechanism (fig .2}. 
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A6neeB B.r. HAP· El-82-516 
Bo3MO~Hoe npoHBneHHe AH6apHOHHoro pe3oHaHca 
B npo~eccax ~parMeHTa~HH penHTHBHCTCKHX AeHTpoHOB 

llpHBOAHTCH H o6c~affiTCH nonyqeHHhle Ha CHHxpo~a3oTpoHe OHHH 
pe3ynbTaThl H3MepeHHH ~parMeHTa~HH AeHTpOHOB C HMnynhCOM 
8,9 r3B/c Ha c H CH2 MHWeHHX. Lt.rul HX OllHCaHHH HCnonb30BaHa 
MOAenb C rH6pHAHOH BOnHOBOH ~YHK~HeH AeHTpOHa 1/J • 1/J + 1/J 

d np 6q 
onpeAeneHbJ ee napaMeTpbi. 

06Hapy~eHa OC06eHHOCTb B HMnynhCHb~ cneKTpax npOTOHOB, 
HCUYIIIeHHbJX UO,L', yrnOM (} ~ 0,4 °. 0Ha HHTepnpeTHpyeTCH, KaK npo
HBneHHe AH6apHOHHOrO pe30HaHCa C H30CllHHOM HOnh, MaCCOH 
M=(2,14± O,Ol)r3B/c2 H r-(80±10) M3B/c 2 . 

Pa6oTa BbmonHeHa B Jla6opaTOPHH BbJCOKHX 3HeprHH OHHH. 

Ableev V.G. et al. El-82-516 
Possible Observation of Dibaryon Resonance 
in Processes of Relativistic Deuteron Fragmentation 

Results of measurements of the fragmentations of 8,9 GeV/c 
deuterons on C and CH 2 targets obtained at the Dubna synchro
phasotrqn are presented and discussed. The hybrid model of deu
teron wave function 1/Jd• J/;

0
P + t/lsq is used for their descrip

tion; its parameters are determined. 
A peak is observed in the momentum spectra of protons emit

ted at an angle of Op .$0.4 ° . It is interpreted as an evidence 
for dibaryon resonance with isospin 1-0 , M .. (2.14 ± 0.01) GeVtc 2 

and f =(80 ± 10 ) Mev/c2 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of High Energies, JINR. 
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